ping the entire human genome, and second, by noting that the exon-intron organization of the eukaryotic genes suggests an alternate organizational structure for the sequence databases. The databases might be organized into sublibraries of functional or structural domain units. Each sublibrary would contain the modern day representatives of the original functional genetic domains, the exons and signal sequences used to assemble the great diversity of known proteins and regulatory units. Discussions on the importance of mapping the human genome continued throughout the meeting. It was considered to be of the utmost importance to generate a reliable physical map and cosmid library of the human genome which would be correlated with all known genetic, disease and sequence information.
The session topics ranged from the need for integration and easy access to all molecular biology databases to problems of genetic sequence syntactic pattern identification. The problems discussed involved the mapping and sequencing of the entire Escherichia coli and human genomes, the standardization of molecular databases, the mathematics of sequence comparisons, the prediction of molecular structure and the reconstruction of molecular evolution. Since much of the Macromolecules, Genes and Computer Symposium's emphasis was on analytical methods it was a little surprising that no major analysis breakthroughs were announced. Rather it seemed that there was a clear division of the problems into straightforward ones requiring only careful and expanded application of already known methodologies, and into the very hard ones requiring fundamental mathematical and/or biochemical insights.
The straightforward areas requiring only the expanded application of known knowledge include: improved database entry, organization, access and searching; better integrated front-ends for existing utilities and algorithms; improved ability in terms of speed in identifying simple patterns, shared similarities and implied alignments and coordinate searches among all potentially related databases.
The very hard problems whose solutions will be far more difficult include: predicting function and structure directly from primary sequence information (Kolata, 1986) ; identifying shared functional patterns among sequences; designing genetic sequences for specified functions; solving the problems associated with reconstructing the historical relationship among sequences; and, relating statistical significance to biological significance.
In the category of the less difficult problems, the implementation of current methods including new computer hardware Guest editorial is making the molecular biology bench top workstation a reality. These workstations have software to organize, characterize and compare new sequence information, and provide access to powerful graphic displays which until recently were only available on mainframe systems at major computer centers. Software includes tools for identifying homologies, well known functional sites, shared sequence similarities and the implied function shared with previous characterized sequences.
More specifically, fundamental mathematical and computer science developments are being applied to coordinate database search tools and pattern recognition tools particularly in terms of increasing search speed. Knowing the level of mathematical rigor underlying implementation of most algorithms still remains a serious problem. In general the limits on the range of applicability and biological interpretability of most new tools need to be identified before their use can be considered routine. While problems remain, particularly in the speed and efficiency of many basic utility algorithms and in the organization and representations of the rapidly expanding sequence information, no fundamental conceptual difficulties appear to stand in the way of continuing the development of very powerful analysis and search packages for bench top workstations. This may turn out to be overly optimistic as the mapping and sequencing of the E. coli and human genome progress over the next decade.
There is a need to facilitate the direct submission of sequence data into the various databases independent of the local researcher's software. Means are needed for cross referencing the sequence databases with the large number of related genetic, bibliographic, structural and medical databases. This is a recognized problem which was recently studied by the National Research Council Committee on 'Biotechnology nomenclature and information organization' for the US National Library of Medicine. Also needed are software front ends that are user friendly, making usage easy for the new or occasional user, but not tedious for the experienced or routine user. In all these areas there are numerous opportunities to incorporate the methods of modern computer science and Artificial Intelligence.
In the category of difficult problems is the fundamental problem of predicting function and structure from primary sequence information (Kolata, 1986) including the identification of regulatory patterns. While powerful statistical and heuristic tools have been usefully employed, a general computer science or mathematical theory of genetic syntax -or even just of functional genetic pattern recognition -still seems a fair way off. Mathematicians Samuel Karlin (Stanford) and Michael Waterman (USC) both noted that numerous generalizations of the currently employed methods will no doubt prove helpful in moving toward a theory of genetic syntax. Many current approaches are heuristic combinations of comparative and statistical analyses, often with powerful computer graphics designed to evaluate in the light of the molecular biologist's understanding, the genetic and biochemical context.
For example, considerable progress has been made on estimating the statistical significance of various pattern occurrences (Karlin, 1983; Arratia, 1984) . And, of course, the understanding of the statistical likelihood of a set of patterns or other possible sequence relationships if an important step toward investigating the structure of the genetic language, let alone the biological significance of any particular pattern. Even in the simplest cases, statistical significance is hard to estimate and remains a major problem. Protein and DNA sequences are not random, and fall into non-independent statistically distinctive classes; thus in the most interesting cases of relating distant sequences or highly degenerate patterns the proper statistical reference set is not a simple choice. In fact, the currently known sequences may be a very biased sample of the space of all biological sequences. Therefore, even statistics based on the pairwise comparisons amongst all known sequences (Smith, 1985) have some limitations.
Also in this area of difficult problems are many of the problems associated wth evolutionary reconstructions. Many of these are now known to be NP-complete mathematical problems (Day, 1983) , and thus are approachable only through good heuristics. Here it seemed that the various incongruities in both the data and the methodologies may be our best sources of new insight, as pointed out in the discussions on the discovery of gene conversions by Ben Koop (Wayne State) and later by Joseph Felsenstein (University of Washington) in discussing tree building algorithms. There are cases where the sheer weight of the data may eventually be sufficient even without rigorous analyses, as suggested in the studies of hemoglobin (B.Koop and M.Goodman, Wayne State) and t-RNA evolution (W.Fitch, USC).
It is useful to place the current and future analysis needs in perspective by restating the analogy between nature's language of molecular genetics and human language. The analogy between molecular genetic information and human language has often been made in beginning biology and genetic classes. At some level such analogies are as obvious and simple as they are instructive to the neophyte. However a language composed solely of 'protein sentences punctuated by promoters and poly A attachment signals', composed of amino acid three letter words written in the four letter DNA alphabet, clearly does not seem to have the richness of even the simplest of human languages. Yet the recent rapid increase in our knowledge of genetic sequences has expanded our view of the complex and subtle structure of this molecular language.
It is of course not surprising that the language is complex, for at least two reasons: first, it must describe all of intermediate metabolism and its regulation -and as any student of biochemistry knows, most meaningful subsets of the biochemical pathways are as complex as any English sentence ever diagrammed in freshman composition; second, molecular genetics represents a living language, with a long evolutionary history of many interacting dialects. This language grows and has many taxonomic divisional distinctions. The words in this language appear to consist of functional domains such as delineated by the exons and the various regulatory elements. The latter covering an expanse as great as the former: promoters, ribosomal attachment sites, poly A attachment site, enhancers and many other elements either not yet identified or whose function remains obscure.
The importance of viewing the various genetic and functional domains as words in a language analogy, can perhaps be made clear by recalling the statistical improbability of the proverbial room full of typing chimpanzees coming up with a Shakespearian sonnet. Suppose instead of just typing random letters our room full of chimps have all been taught to type only proper English words commonly used by our poet. The probability of creating a sonnet is still very small. However, it is now within the realm of the imaginable! (In fact, the analogy to the room full of randomly typing chimps is not an unreasonable picture of evolution, if we include a 'selective' reviewing 'journal' editor.) This is, of course, the heart of the argument put forward by Drs Walter Gilbert, Go and others (Gilbert, 1985-86; Go, 1983) : that introns allow for the shuffling of protein domains, without scrambling the individual functional domains or words! Such models assume that the introns and more generally all non-explicitly encoding or regulatory domains, are shuffling spacers. From the evolutionary point of view this has the same kind of advantage as sex. Through genetic recombination, duplication, reverse transcription and even rare foreign gene import, such a structure allows for the shuffling of all the various words into new combinations upon which natural selection may act with the minimum of nonsense generation (frame shifts or broken domains).
This generates the view of evolution as operating at two distinct levels: that of the words and that of the sentences. The former is slower and involves continuous refinement through point mutation selection, while the latter is more rapid and involves large scale and novel rearrangements. As in human language, the meanings, connotations and spellings of words evolves slowly compared to their allowed syntactic usage. The exons for example, once duplicated, are under new evolutionary pressures and will evolve independently. There may be new intron insertions, given the highly repeative proteins like myosin heavy chain where there is no correlation between structural repeats and intron positions (Strehler, 1986) . Such insertions will generate new words, just as the deletion of introns can. Even the intron/exon boundaries appear to migrate or duplicate (Jurka, 1987) thus changing the exon words.
The complex syntactic structure of this language includes relational units analogous to the 'parts of speech'. There are verblike words for example: the three RNA polymerase promoters; the DNA replication origins; and perhaps we should include the various protein active sites. There are adverb-like words including enhancers and protein leader signal peptides. There is even recent evidence that the various promoter effectors like the GC box or the SP1 sequence studied by Tjian and colleagues (Briggs, 1986) can form the equivalent of large adverbial phrases. Consider the possibilities given a set of a dozen or so such short signals: any four or five of which -if contiguously bound by their respective regulatory protein -form a promoter activator. This would give well over two thousand combinations, thus allowing large over-lapping suites of genes to be co-regulated in concert. This of course is a requirement for cellular differentiation. There are also examples of the 'If Then' conjunctive logic as seen in the alternate splicing of some RNAs.
Finally, Gilbert (1985) and others have noted that bacteria or more generally prokaryotes (which do not form highly differentiated multicellular organisms) have to a large extent selected for maximum growth rate rather than complex cell-cell communication. And, thereby selecting for shorter, and faster genome duplication. Coordinately, they have evolved very accurate DNA recombination hardware which can perform genetic splicing if given long stretches of homologous sequence without reading frame shift errors. Thus, through Hfr conjugation (bacterial sex), plasmid or transposon exchange bacteria do shuffle various alleles but rarely do they shuffle functional domains not previously linked. The bacterial words are thus contracted and/or compound words produced in an earlier evolutionary time.
Clearly we have much to learn about the structure of this language and its various dialects among the different taxonomic divisions. Just developing a proper formalism for describing it is a major challenge and as that description emerges our analysis tools and data organization will have to grow. The continued expansion of our understanding of this language can not be imagined without the continuing development of new computer and analysis methods, some of which are discussed in this issue of CABIOS.
